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The Fear of Automation: A recurring theme



The Fear of Automation: A recurring theme

"(...) technological unemployment. This means unemployment
due to our discovery of means of economising the use of labour
outrunning the pace at which we can find new uses for labour."

- John Maynard Keynes (1930)

"According to our estimates around 47% of total US employment
(...) could be automated relatively soon, perhaps over the next
decade or two."

- Frey and Osborne (2017)



The seminal paper by Graetz and Michaels (2018)

� First Study to analyze the impact of industrial robots
� Introduced detailed data on robot stocks from the
International Federation of Robotics (IFR, 2017)
� Findings: Robots...

... increase labor productivity

... reduce output prices

... increase wages

... decrease the employment share of low skilled workers

"(...) the contribution of robots to productivity growth is on a
similar order of the steam engine in the nineteenth century and a
little lower than highways in the middle of the twentieth century,
and ICT in more recent decades."

- Graetz and Michaels (2018) (p. 765)



Contribution:

� Critical appraisal of Graetz and Michaels (2018) (henceforth
G&M 2018)
� G&M 2018 results hold only when comparing
hardly-robotizing sectors with highly-robotizing sectors
� Controlling for the demographic structure of the workforce
(following Acemoglu and Restrepo, forthcoming)
− re-establishes productivity effects
− reverses the sign of the wage effect (from positive to negative)
− rejects skill-biased technological change

� No significant robotization effects when examining the most
recent data (2010-2015) [Appendix]
� Non-monotonicity in one of the instruments



Related Literature I: Routine Biased Technological Change
(RBTC)

� Earlier literature examining the effect of automation
technologies in a task based framework (following Autor et al.,
2003)

� See for example Autor et al. (2008), Dustmann et al. (2009),
Autor and Dorn (2013), Goos et al. (2014) among many
others

I de Vries et al. (2020): RBTC closely connected to
robotization!



Related Literature II: Local Labor Market Studies

� Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020):
Negative effect of robots on employment and wages in US
local labor markets between 1990-2007

� Dauth et al. (2021):
Robots increase productivity but not wages → decline in labor
share; no employment effect in the aggregate

I Both papers use shift-share research designs to analyze effects
on the local labor market level
− No micro information on actual robot use
− Assumption: All firms in a given industry have the same ability

and willingness to adopt robots



Related Literature III: Firm Level Studies

� Koch et al. (2019):
− Firm level data for Spain (1990-2016)
− Larger and more productive firms select into robot usage; more

skill intensive firms are less likely to do so
− Substantial output gains of adoption (20-25% within 4 years)

Reduced Labor Costs (5-7%) and net job creation (10%)
− Substantial job losses in firms not adopting robots

� Acemoglu et al. (2020):
− Firm level data for France (2010-2015)
− Labor share and share of production workers reduced in robot

adopting firms
− Overall employment, value added and productivity increase
− Substantial job losses and decreases in value added for

non-adopters
− Overall employment effect is negative



Related Literature IV: Robotization and Demographics

� Acemoglu and Restrepo (forthcoming):
− Analysis on the country level, as well as for US local labor

markets
− Aging leads to increased adoption of robots and other

automation technologies
− Shortage of middle-aged workers specialized in manual

production tasks
− Relative price of robots (compared to manual labor) decreases

because of worker shortage

I The demographic structure of the workforce plays a crucial
role for robotization



Data Sources:
� International Federation of Robotics (IFR): Stock of
industrial robots per industry, country and year
� EU-KLEMS: Value-added, prices, capital stock, hours
worked, wages, composition of workforce
1. 1993-2007: March 2011 Update of November 2009 version

(NACE Rev. 1.1)
2. 2010-2015: September 2017 version (NACE Rev. 2)

� Comtrade: Import and export data by SITC-Rev. 3
commodities1

(following Autor et al. (2013) and Dauth et al. (2014))

Countries covered:
I 1993-2007: AU, AT, BE, DK, ES, FI, FR, DE, HU, IE, IT, NL, SE, UK, US
I 2010-2015: AT, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FI, FR, IT, NL, SE, SK, UK and US

1Crosswalked to industry level



Definition of Industrial Robot:

An industrial robot is defined by ISO 8373 (see IFR, 2017) as:
� An automatically controlled,
� reprogrammable,
� multi-purpose manipulator,
� programmable in three or more axes,
� which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in
industrial automation applications



Change in Robotization (1993–2007):



Change in Robotization (1993–2007):



Change in Robotization (1993–2007):



Empirical Specifications I:

Following G&M (2018), we estimate the following equation:

∆Yci = β1 + β2f (∆robotsci ) + β3controlsci + εci

for all available countries c and industries i, whereby:

� Dependent Variable: ∆Yci
− log-change in the outcome of interest
− Labor productivity, TFP, prices, hours worked, or wages

� Explanatory Variable: f (∆robotsci ):
− Percentile of change in robotization (also used by G&M 2018)
− ∆robotsci : Raw change in Robots/Mio. Hours Worked
− f (·): percentile transformation



Empirical Specifications II:

� Control Variables: controlsci
− Controls from G&M 2018:

Country FE, inital period values and changes of capital/labor
ratio and ICT-capital/capital stock ratio and changes in wage
rate

− Trade controls:
initial period value and change in net-import exposure from
China and Eastern Europe

− Demographic controls:
initial period shares of workers aged 30-49 and 50+

− Wage regressions only:
change in skill composition of workforce,
change in share of female workers



Empirical Specifications III:

� Cross-sectional data (country × industry)
− Full Sample: All available industries
− Reduced Sample: Only manufacturing and mining industries

� OLS, Industry-FE and 2SLS specifications2

� Standard Errors: Clustered by country and industry

� Instrument: Fraction of hours replacable by industrial robots
in 1980 US-industries

I Instrument does not vary within industries. Therefore
industry-FE cannot be included in the 2SLS estimations

2Weighted by initial period employment shares (country level)



The ’Replacable Hours’ Instrument:
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Results:
Labor Productivity
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Summary: Labor Productivity

� Labor Productivty:
− Focusing on robotizing sectors only, roughly cuts the estimate

in half
− Demographic controls are crucial for re-establishing the

significance of the effect

I These estimates imply that, in the absence of robotization,
productivity in the overall economy would have been around
3.5% lower in 2007 (compared to 5.1% in G&M 2018)



Results:
Labor Market Outcomes



Hours Worked
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Average Wages



Average Wages



Results:
Labor Market Outcomes by Skill Groups



Employment Shares by Skill Group
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Average Wages by Skill Groups



Average Wages by Skill Groups



Summary: Labor Market Outcomes:

I Focusing on robotizing sectors only, reverses the sign and
interpretation of the estimates!

� Hours worked:
− Full Sample: Negative employment effect
− Reduced Sample: No (i.e. insignificant) employment effect;

� Average Wages:
− Full Sample: insignificant wage effect
− Reduced Sample: negative wage effect

� By skill groups:
− No evidence for skill biased technological change
− Rather job- and wage polarization

(although not significant in all specifications)



Non-monotonicity in the ’Reaching and Handling’
Instrument:



Non-monotonicity in the ’Reaching and Handling’
Instrument:

G&M 2018 also proposed a second instrumental variable:
� Fraction of reaching and handling tasks in an industry
� Again calculated for 1980 US-industries;
No within industry variation in the instrument → controlling
for industry-FE not possible
� Already in use in several studies
(see for example de Vries et al., 2020, or Aksoy et al., 2021)

I Recap: The monotonicity assumption of 2SLS
"The instrument affects the participation or selection decision
in a monotone way" (Imbens and Angrist, 1994).
In our context: Higher fraction of reaching and handling tasks
must be associated with higher robot adoption for all
industries.



Non-monotonicity in the ’Reaching and Handling’
Instrument:
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Non-monotonicity in the ’Reaching and Handling’
Instrument:



Non-monotonicity in the ’Reaching and Handling’
Instrument:



Summary: Findings



Findings

� Insignificant Effects when focusing on robotizing industries
only

� Additional controls for unobserved industry-heterogeneity (via
demographics)...
... restores significant productivity effect
... still rejects positive wage effects and skill biased technological

change
... Industry-FE specifications point towards job polarization

� Non-monotonicity in the ’reaching and handling’ instrument
→ caution when using this instrument!

� In contrast to firm level results, we do not find any effects at
the current data edge (2010-2015) [Appendix]

� Beware of institutional subtleties with industry data



Open Issues:

� Data constraints on important countries (e.g. Japan)

� Robots per Mio. Hours worked show little variation (long
right tail)
→ percentile transformation potentially problematic

� Small sample size limits interpretation of results

� Unobserved industry heterogeneity probably still an issue
→ suitable instrument?

� Different effects for tier 1 and tier 2 companies (and
respective countries)?



Thank you for your attention!
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Appendix:



Additional Results: Total Factor Productivity



Additional Results: Prices



Additional Results: Extended Period: 2010-2015



Robustness Check: Only Observations with all available
controls (Dependent variable: Log-change in labor
productivity)



Robustness Check: Alternative Functional Forms
(Dependent variable: Log-change in labor productivity)
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